Asprey presents the SS’18 handbag range inspired by its
twenty-year residence at Dorchester Collection’s
The Beverly Hills Hotel

In celebration of the Asprey boutique’s twenty-year anniversary at The Beverly Hills Hotel, Asprey
has collaborated with Dorchester Collection to present the Spring Summer 2018 handbags,
inspired by the illustrious property. Steeped in legendary history, The Beverly Hills Hotel has
remained a beloved reflection of Hollywood's Golden Age for over 100 years. With its familiar
pink façade, cabana stripe, banana-leaf wallpaper and iconic logo, the signature aesthetic of the
treasured Californian landmark served as the ideal design inspiration and setting for the new
collection.
The signature design elements of The Beverly Hills Hotel are skilfully reflected in Asprey’s unique
handbag styles. The recognisable bold and vibrant print of the waving banana palms, intrinsically
linked to the hotel, are expertly applied to soft leather by hand, featured on the Belle and Taylor
styles. The distinctive and famed Cabana stripe is also presented by contrasting applique stripes,
realised across the Morgan 18, Taylor Mini and 1781 Pochette styles.
Asprey’s distinctive silhouettes are featured in sumptuous hues such as hand painted sunset
crocodile, rose petal and luxurious champagne, colours also derived from the inspiring Californian
landmark. The collection also features the new 167 Pochette and 167 26cm, as well as the new
elegant Tote featuring a horsehair panel completing this season’s offering. The collection exudes
an effortless and elegant Hollywood style fitting with Asprey’s design aesthetic.
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Dorchester Collection and Asprey’s relationship perfectly celebrates the twenty-year relationship at
The Beverly Hills Hotel, demonstrating a shared ethos of unrivalled luxury, quality and creativity.
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Discover “A weekend at The Beverly Hills Hotel” on Asprey.com
@Asprey #asprey
@DorchesterCollection #DCmoments
About Dorchester Collection
Dorchester Collection is a portfolio of the world’s foremost luxury hotels in Europe and the US, each of
which reflects the distinctive culture of its destination. By applying its unrivalled experience and capability
in owning and operating some of the greatest individual hotels, the company’s mission is to develop an
impeccable group of the finest landmark hotels through acquisition as well as management of whollyowned and part-owned hotels, and to enter into management agreements.
The current portfolio includes the following hotels: The Dorchester, London; 45 Park Lane, London;
Coworth Park, Ascot, UK; Le Meurice, Paris; Hôtel Plaza Athénée, Paris; Hotel Principe Di Savoia, Milan;
Hotel Eden, Rome; The Beverly Hills Hotel, Beverly Hills; and the Hotel Bel-Air, Los Angeles.
Dorchestercollection.com
About Asprey
Asprey London, established in 1781, creates handmade luxury goods of the highest quality, unrivalled
craftsmanship and innovative design. The collections include; fine jewellery, rare coloured diamonds,
leather, silver, china, crystal and timepieces.
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